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ABSTRACT Vinculin activation plays a critical role in focal adhesion initiation and formation. In its native state, vinculin is in an
autoinhibitory conformation in which domain 1 prevents interaction of the vinculin tail domain with actin by steric hindrance.
Once activated, vinculin is able to interact with both actin and talin. Several hypotheses have been put forth addressing the
mechanisms of vinculin activation. One set of studies suggests that vinculin interaction with talin is sufficient to cause activation,
whereas another set of studies suggests that a simultaneous interaction with several binding partners is necessary to achieve
vinculin activation. Using molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations, we investigate the mechanisms of vinculin activation and
suggest both a trajectory of conformational changes leading to vinculin activation, and key structural features that are likely
involved in stabilizing the autoinhibited conformation. Assuming that the simultaneous interaction of vinculin with both actin
and talin causes a stretching force on vinculin, and that vinculin activation results from a removal of steric hindrance blocking
the actin-binding sites, we simulate with MD the stretching and activation of vinculin. The MD simulations are further confirmed
by normal-mode analysis and simulation after residue modification. Taken together, the results of these simulations suggest that
bending of the vinculin-binding-site region in vinculin away from the vinculin tail is the likely trajectory of vinculin activation.
INTRODUCTION
Cellular response to external stress involves both a passive
and an active cytoskeletal rearrangement. External force is
transduced through membrane-bound integrin to the cyto-
skeleton, causing both passive reinforcement via focal adhe-
sion formation and active reinforcement via tyrosine kinase
activity (1–3). Focal adhesions are formed at plasma
membrane sites of external stress and function as molecular
glues cementing the actin filaments (F-actin) to external
stress (4–9). The formation of focal adhesion sites is initi-
ated by the formation of a molecular connection between
talin (bound to integrin) and F-actin, reinforced by vinculin
(10–12). Once the talin-vinculin-F-actin complex is formed,
other focal adhesion molecules are recruited to form the
molecular glue (13,14). Vinculin null-cells can produce
focal adhesions but show significant defects in cell spread-
ing, cell stiffness, cell shape, and regulation of apoptotic
cues (15–19).

Vinculin can exist in two conformations: autoinhibited or
activated. It is in the activated conformation that vinculin is
able to initiate focal adhesion site formation (20). The
crystal structure of the autoinhibited conformation shows
that vinculin has five major structural domains (Fig. 1 A).
Residues 1–252 make up domain 1 (D1) (light green), resi-
dues 253–485 make up domain 2 (D2) (purple), residues
493–717 make up domain 3 (D3) (tan), residues 719–839
make up domain 4 (D4) (green), and residues 896–1066
make up the vinculin tail domain (Vt) (orange). Together
D1, D2, D3, and D4 constitute the vinculin head domain
(Vh). There is also a proline-rich linker region connecting
Vh to Vt (yellow) (21). Vinculin has several binding sites,
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including one for the talin vinculin-binding site (VBS) in
D1 and one for F-actin in Vt (22). In its autoinhibitory
conformation, vinculin interaction with talin in the VBS
binding regions (Fig. 1 B) is limited by the higher affinity
interaction between Vt and the VBS binding region (23),
whereas interaction with F-actin at the Vt domain is
limited by steric hindrance by the VBS binding region (24)
(Fig. 1 B). Vt is a five-helix antiparallel bundle. All five of
its helices are amphipathic, with the hydrophobic regions
pointed inward and the hydrophilic regions pointed
outward. However, there is an exposed hydrophobic surface
near the interface with domain 1 that is involved in stabi-
lizing the autoinhibited conformation (21). The Vt domain
also has two positively charged regions: a basic collar
near the C-terminus, and a basic ladder near the center
(25) (Fig. 1 B). These positively charged regions have
been implicated as binding sites for F-actin (24). In its acti-
vated conformation, vinculin can interact with both talin and
F-actin.

Vinculin interacts critically with talin, and this interaction
is potentially able to activate vinculin (20). Initial studies of
the VBSs in talin pinpointed three VBSs in the talin rod:
residues 607–636, 852–876, and 1944–1969. Early experi-
mental data suggested that all three VBSs are amphipathic
a-helices that interact with D1 via hydrophobic residues
(26). Later studies showed eight additional talin VBSs, all
with properties similar to those of VBS1, VBS2, and
VBS3 (27). The VBS regions are cryptic binding sites,
and only upon talin activation by external force are the
VBS regions exposed for interaction with vinculin
(28–31). The interaction between talin VBS and Vh shows
high affinity, with Kd values of 14.7 nM for VBS1, 32.8 nM
for VBS2, and 3.2 nM for VBS3 (32), but is kinetically slow
due to local conformational changes in D1 resulting from
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.05.024
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FIGURE 2 Suggested models of vinculin activation in the cell. Two

competing hypotheses regarding the method of vinculin activation have

been presented. (A) Simultaneous interaction of actin and talin with the

two binding sites on vinculin would induce activation, possibly through

a stretching force. (B) Talin VBS interacts with vinculin via a helical bundle

conversion mechanism. Subsequently, vinculin is activated and its Vt

domain can then interact with actin. MD is used to simulate conformational

changes due to stretching of vinculin as suggested by the simultaneous

interaction hypothesis, and to simulate conformational changes due to

helical bundle conversion. The two sets of simulations are compared to

see which is consistent with the structural changes needed for vinculin

activation.

FIGURE 1 Structure of full-length vinculin. (A) Vinculin has five

structural domains: D1, D2, D3, D4, and Vt. (B) Vinculin is suggested to

bind talin at its D1 region and F-actin at its Vt region once activated. In

its inactive conformation, vinculin is autoinhibited, i.e., D1 of the Vh region

sterically inhibits interaction of F-actin with Vt (arrow points to region of

steric hindrance). (C) Fourteen salt-bridges between Vt and Vh stabilize the

autoinhibitory conformation. Of these, only three are between D1 and Vt,

whereas 11 are between Vt and the other Vh domains.
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VBS binding (33). X-ray crystallization studies have re-
vealed the structure of VBS1 (32,34) and VBS3 (35) with
D1. The interaction is mediated by a helical bundle conver-
sion mechanism in D1. A computational simulation of the
interaction between VBS and D1 elucidated potential mech-
anisms of helical bundle conversion: 1), insertion of the
VBS hydrophobic patch; 2), movement of two helices in
D1 away from VBS; and 3), rotation of the VBS a-helix
to form a hydrophobic core with D1 helices (36).

Two competing hypotheses have been proposed to
describe the mechanism of vinculin activation: 1), talin
binding to D1 is sufficient to activate vinculin (37); or 2),
a simultaneous interaction of both talin and F-actin is neces-
sary to achieve activation (i.e., a combinatorial mechanism
is necessary for vinculin activation) (23). Using a fluores-
cence resonance energy transfer probe, Chen et al. (38) first
demonstrated in vivo that vinculin becomes activated in
focal adhesions, and later demonstrated in vitro that only
after F-actin and talin coincide does vinculin become acti-
vated and show cosedimentation with F-actin (23).
Conversely, using vinculin captured on a gold surface,
Bois et al. (37) showed that VBSs are able to bind even
full-length vinculin with the following affinities: VBS1
with a Kd of 78 nM, VBS2 with a Kd of 530 nM, and
VBS3 with a Kd of 74 nM. Taken together with previous
results suggesting that VBS binding involves dissociation
of Vt from D1 (32), these findings suggest that talin VBS
Biophysical Journal 99(4) 1073–1081
is sufficient to cause activation in vinculin. In addition to
questions regarding the mechanism of vinculin activation,
several related questions likewise remain unanswered:
What are the structural mechanisms of vinculin autoinhibi-
tion? What is the trajectory of conformational changes
during vinculin activation? What is the final conformation
of an activated vinculin molecule?

In this study we examine the detailed structural mecha-
nisms of vinculin activation. Using molecular-dynamics
(MD) simulation, we investigate the likely conformational
changes that lead to vinculin activation with regard to
both existing hypotheses for vinculin activation. We simu-
late the effects that VBS association with full-length
vinculin might have on vinculin activation, as well as the
activating conformational changes resulting from the
stretching forces to which vinculin and the vinculin-VBS
complex are likely exposed by simultaneous interaction
with F-actin and talin (Fig. 2).
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METHODS

Homology modeling of the proline-rich loop
region

We used SWISSMODEL (39) to create a homology model of full-length

vinculin, including its proline-rich domain. The original sequence was

taken from the crystal structure (PDB 1TR2) (21) and submitted to SWISS-

MODEL using the Swiss-Pdb Viewer DeepView (40) interface. Sequence

alignment and structural information are available for PDB 1TR2 (21) for

all regions of the vinculin sequence except residues P843–P877. The

structure of the proline-rich loop region was taken from PDB 3PTE (41)

because of the high sequence homology between 3PTE and the loop region.

The final merged structure had no changes to any residues from PDB 1TR2.

The total number of bad f angles in the merged structure before minimiza-

tion was six. CHARMM (42) was then used to minimize the homology

structure and alleviate the bad f angles. The minimization was carried

out in CHARMM by alternately applying the steepest-descent and adop-

ted-basis Newton Raphson methods for 3000 steps each.
MD simulation of vinculin activation

MD simulations were carried out to explore the molecular trajectory of

vinculin activation. CHARMM (42) was installed on Intel Xeon worksta-

tions and used for all MD simulations. The CHARMM simulations were

set up to first load the structure, topology, and parameter information;

then heat and equilibrate the system; and finally simulate the response to

stretching forces. The effective energy function (EEF1) (43) implicit

solvent model was used to calculate solvent effects. Implicit solvent models

such as EEF1 are viable alternatives to computationally costly explicit

solvent approximations and have been used repeatedly in simulations

(44). The model has also been compared with experimental results for

validation (45). The use of the implicit solvent model is appropriate in

this study because our main consideration is the large-scale conformational

change resulting from the stretching force. With the implicit model, signif-

icant solvent viscous effects are absent and large-scale conformational

changes can take place within the simulation window, whereas the use of

an explicit solvent would require prohibitively longer simulation times.

One potential artifact that could result from the use of an implicit solvent

model would be a lack of dielectric screening in nonbonded interactions;

however, such an effect should not alter the large-scale conformational

changes. The SHAKE method (46) was used to constrain bond lengths

between heavy atoms and hydrogen atoms. All MD simulations used the

CHARMM19 force fields (47). Each simulation was first heated to 300 K

for 40 ps and then equilibrated. Equilibration simulations were run until

no further total root mean-square deviation was calculated, indicating no

further net conformational change. An average of 400 ps of simulation

was sufficient to achieve equilibration. All results from the simulations

were visualized in VMD (48). Trajectory data from the simulations were

recorded and saved in VMD.
Forced activation in three directions

Forces were applied to Vt in three directions: a stretching direction to

simulate simultaneous interaction of vinculin with talin and actin, and

two directions to simulate complete separation of Vt from Vh. Forces

were applied to the center of mass of Vt in each of the three directions.

To simulate complete separation of Vt from Vh, first N193, K261, V491,

and Q662 were constrained fixed, and the direction of force was away

from the center of mass of Vh. Then the fixation constraints were applied

to D505–D510 and A560–R570. The direction of force was away from

the center of those residues in domain 3. To simulate stretching of vinculin

due to simultaneous interaction, the center of mass of the VBS binding

region (M1–R132) was constrained with residues V16, V51, V81, and

I115 fixed. In all three simulations the forces were applied to the center
of mass of Vt at M926, S958, I988, and M1031. Forces were applied at

50 pN and 100 pN in the three directions for 800 ps. The force levels

used here are comparable to those used in numerous previous MD simula-

tions (49,50); however, they are significantly higher than those used for

in vitro or physiological experiments because of the faster timescales

required for computational simulation (51). Molecular conformational

changes, including vinculin activation, are expected to occur on a milli-

second timescale in vivo, whereas the conformational changes simulated

here occur on a nanosecond timescale. Quantitatively this difference in

timescale results in a difference in reported force and energy levels reported

for conformational changes, and qualitatively it can result in significant

local conformational changes, such as loss of helical integrity. However,

in other computational simulations, the major molecular conformational

changes have been shown to be consistent between nanosecond simulations

and millisecond experiments. For example, the activation of talin’s VBS

in silico (28,52) is comparable to its activation in vitro (31).
Simulation of vinculin activation with VBS bound

To investigate the effects of VBS binding to D1 on vinculin activation using

MD, we formed a vinculin-VBS complex using the crystal structure for D1

bound to VBS1 (PDB 1T01) (34) to obtain the structure of the D1 region

with VBS bound and the full-length vinculin structure (21) with a

homology-modeled loop region. The hybrid vinculin structure was mini-

mized in CHARMM (42) using steered-descent and adopted-basis Newton

Raphson minimization techniques for 3000 steps each. For the activation

simulation of the vinculin-VBS complex, we used methods similar to those

employed for activation of the vinculin molecule itself. Fixation constraints

were applied to V16, V51, V81, and I115, and constant forces were applied

to M926, S958, I988, and M1031. These represent the center of mass of

the VBS binding region and the Vt region, respectively. Forces of 50 pN,

100 pN, 125 pN, 150 pN, and 200 pN were applied to the Vt residues

for 800 ps.
Residue modification in D1

Before vinculin can be activated, electrostatic interactions between Vt and

the VBS binding region must be overcome. To further test the role played

by electrostatic interactions in stabilizing the autoinhibited vinculin

structure, we introduced residue modifications to the charged residues in

D1 of the vinculin-VBS complex. Three residues were chosen and modified

to GLY: E29 was modified to G29, E14 was modified to G14, and R7 was

modified to G7. Modification removed the electrostatic interactions. The

MD simulations of activation were rerun with the modifications using

50 pN, 100 pN, and 125 pN of force.
Full-length vinculin normal-mode analysis

The natural vibrational frequencies of the full-length vinculin molecule

were determined using the normal-mode analysis (NMA) software

WEBnm@ (53) and ElNemo (54). The normal modes, which are a function

of vinculin molecular structure, show natural movements in flexible molec-

ular regions and little movement in rigid regions. WEBnm@ uses the

MMTK (55) software internally and computes natural frequencies using

Hinsen’s computational methods (56), which calculates approximate

normal modes by determining the eigenvectors of the matrix of second

derivatives of potential energy with respect to displacement of the Ca atoms

of each residue. The potential energy function used for this calculation

utilizes a Hookian potential between Ca atoms within an 8 Å cutoff

distance. Because NMA represents movements resulting from the

overall structure, the use of Ca atoms is sufficient for NMA calculations

(57). WEBnm@ calculates the six lowest-frequency vibrational modes

(modes 7–12). These modes are then analyzed and visualized using

VMD (48). In similarity to WEBnm@, ElNemo uses the elastic network
Biophysical Journal 99(4) 1073–1081
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model (58) to determine the normal modes, but it can produce up to 100 of

the lowest-frequency modes.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To date, the structure of activated vinculin has not been
solved. However, features of the inactive vinculin structure
play a critical role in autoinhibition. Considering previous
suggestions (24) that vinculin autoinhibition results from
steric hindrance of the actin-binding domain in Vt by
regions in domain 1 (Fig. 1 B), any conformational change
in vinculin that would remove the steric hindrance would
also result in activation. To investigate the two hypotheses
regarding vinculin activation, we devised a series of MD
simulations to induce conformational changes in vinculin
by removing the steric hindrance and potentially activating
vinculin, and allow us to compare the two hypotheses. First,
vinculin is simulated with a stretching force that is carefully
defined to be consistent with the simultaneous interaction
hypothesis. During simultaneous interaction, the actin-
binding domain would be attracted to actin, whereas the
talin-binding domain would be attracted to VBS, resulting
in a simultaneous stretch of vinculin with those two binding
domains (Vt and domain 1) stretched away from each other.
Second, the simulations are extended to include VBS
binding and evaluate the effects of talin binding on activa-
tion. Third, to control for the effects of pull direction and
to investigate other conformational changes, the simulations
are repeated with several different pull directions. Finally,
to confirm the validity of the structural mechanism, the
simulations are repeated with specific residue modifications
introduced, and the vinculin normal modes are analyzed. We
aim to simulate a simultaneous interaction by applying a
stretching force. The use of a stretching force is a novel
approach (to our knowledge) to indirectly measure a binding
interaction and can therefore have several limitations. The
potential limitations of our study are discussed in the
Discussion section.
FIGURE 3 Simulation of vinculin activation by simultaneous interac-

tion. To simulate the stretching of vinculin due to simultaneous interaction

with actin and talin, force was applied to Vt (binds to actin) away from the

VBS binding region of Vh. (A) The direction of force is indicated by the

arrow. The four residues nearest the center of mass of the VBS binding

region of Vh were constrained (triangle) while 50 pN and 100 pN of

constant force was applied to the four residues nearest the center of mass

of Vt (residues shown in wire mesh). (B) After >300 ps of simulation,

the VBS binding region of Vh moved away from Vt. This conformational

change involved bending of the helical regions in domain 1. As the simula-

tion progressed, the VBS binding region moved farther away from Vt.

Shown here is the conformation of vinculin with the VBS binding region

~120 Å away. In this conformation, the steric hindrance preventing Vt

interaction with actin is removed and vinculin is likely activated.
Simulation of activation by simultaneous
interaction

Actin interacts directly with Vt while talin VBS interacts
with Vh at domain 1 (22). The interaction of talin with Vh
involves hydrophobic insertion (35) and is likely to anchor
vinculin to talin, even if this interaction alone is not suffi-
cient to activate vinculin. The interaction of Vt with actin
is polar and therefore there is likely to be a strong electro-
static force that attracts Vt toward actin before binding
(24). A simultaneous interaction of vinculin with talin and
actin would likely involve anchoring of Vh to talin while
Vt is attracted and pulled toward actin, resulting in a stretch-
ing force pulling Vt away from the talin-binding domain
(Fig. 2 A). The direction of force for our simulation is
then chosen to simulate the stretching of vinculin during
Biophysical Journal 99(4) 1073–1081
simultaneous interaction, i.e., we apply a pulling force
to Vt and pull it away from the VBS binding domain
(Fig. 3 A). The center of mass of the VBS binding domain
is held fixed, as if anchored to talin during the simultaneous
interaction.

The conformational change that results from stretching
vinculin by constant force matches the criterion for
activation, that is, removal of steric hindrance from the
actin-binding domain (Fig. 3 B). In the MD simulations of
vinculin stretching with a constant force of 100 pN, a signif-
icant conformational change occurred in eight out of nine
trials, such that bending of domain 1 caused the VBS
binding domain to move away from the Vt domain. This
movement occurred while no other regions of vinculin
underwent noticeable conformational changes. Movement
of the VBS binding domain away from Vt has the effect
of removing the steric hindrance and therefore likely results
in an activated conformation.

The activation trajectory entails specific structural
changes. In its autoinhibited conformation, there are three
sets of salt-bridges between Vt and the VBS binding region.



FIGURE 4 Helical bundle conversion in full-length vinculin. (A) The

vinculin-VBS complex that was formed using structural information from
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When the stretching force is applied in MD, these sets of
salt-bridges break sequentially (Video S1 and Fig. S1 in
the Supporting Material). During each breakage event, the
strength of the connection between Vt and the VBS binding
region is weakened and the distance between the VBS
binding domain and Vt further increases. The first of the
salt-bridges to break is E14 with E986 (salt-bridge 3), the
second is E14 with K996 (salt-bridge 2), and the final one
is E29 and E31 with R945 and R1008 (salt-bridge 1).

The results of our MD simulation tentatively suggest
that a stretching force, assumed to be from a simultaneous
interaction of vinculin with talin and actin, could lead to
activation by bending the VBS binding domain away from
Vt. This activation trajectory is similar to the activation
trajectory described by Chen and Dokholyan (59). Based
on results from a discrete MD simulation in which three
backbone beads and a single side-group bead represented
each residue, they suggested that vinculin activation might
involve a clincher-like movement of domain 1 and 3. Both
their simulations and ours suggest that vinculin activation,
at least from simultaneous interaction with actin and talin,
involves movement in domain 1 exposing Vt.
PDB 1TR2 and PDB 1T01. Binding to VBS causes local conformational

changes in D1. Two helical regions in D1 are pushed apart while VBS is

inserted in between. Three sets of electrostatic interactions exist between

D1 and Vt: 1), E29-R945 and E31-R1008; 2), E14-K996; and 3),

R7-E986. Insertion of VBS causes changes in the electrostatic interactions

mainly in set 1. (B) Electrostatic interactions in set 1 before VBS binding:

E29 interacts with R945, and E31 interacts with R1008. (C) Set 1 after VBS

complex formation and minimization. After rearrangement from VBS

binding, E31 interacts with R945, and E29 interacts with R1008. (D) The

interaction in set 1 rearranges once again after an equilibration for

100 ps. The E29 now interacts with both R945 and R1008, and E31 is no

longer paired. 1), E29 and E31 with R945 and R1008; 2), E14 with

K996; and 3), E7 with E986.
Activation by helical bundle conversion

The other suggested mechanism of vinculin activation is
that vinculin is activated sequentially (Fig. 2 B). First, the
talin VBS inserts itself into the VBS binding domain on
Vh. Second, the helices near the VBS insertion rearrange
to stabilize the new hydrophobic core (this rearrangement
is termed helical bundle conversion (35)). Third, vinculin
is activated by the helical bundle conversion. Finally, once
activated, Vt interacts with actin. To investigate this hypoth-
esis using MD, we introduced VBS along with the suggested
conformational changes from helical bundle conversion (36)
into our full-length vinculin structure.

Several significant changes are seen in the full-length
vinculin structure after VBS insertion. The two helical
regions from R7-E31 (H1) and from L40-T64 (H2) near the
site of VBS insertion have moved further apart and H1 has
moved closer to Vt (Fig. 4 A). The shift of H1 closer to Vt
results directly in shifts in the interaction distance between
three groups of salt-bridges: 1), E29 and E31 with R945
and R1008; 2), E14withK996; and 3), E7with E986. Specif-
ically, the distance between charged residues is increased by
2.73 Å in salt-bridge 3 and decreased in salt-bridge 2 by 0.23
Å, and in salt-bridge 1 the multiple charged residues are each
rearranged and shifted. E29 and R945 are now closer by 2.63
Å, E31 and R945 are now closer by 7.09 Å, E29 and R1008
are now closer by 7.64 Å, and E31 and R1008 are now farther
apart by 8.29 Å (Fig. 4, B–D). These shifts and rearrange-
ments are maintained even after minimization and equilibra-
tion. After equilibration it becomes clear that the structural
changes that occur after VBS insertion weaken salt-bridge
3, whereas they strengthen salt-bridge 1 by bringing three
of the four charged residues into close electrostatic contact
with each other.

To compare activation in the vinculin-VBS compound
with all its structural changes to activation in full-length
vinculin alone, we ran MD simulations with a range of
constant forces (50–200 pN) and multiple trials with a setup
similar to that described above, i.e., forces were applied to
Vt in a direction away from the VBS binding region in
domain 1. After 800 ps of simulation, it appears that the
VBS insertion may increase the force necessary to cause
movement of the VBS binding region away from Vt
(Fig. 5).

If the trajectory of vinculin activation conformational
changes is assumed to be the trajectory suggested by the
simulation of vinculin alone, then the hypothesis of simul-
taneous interaction with talin and actin is more likely. The
conformational changes induced in Vh by VBS insertion
make activation by movement of the VBS binding region
away from Vt more costly and therefore less likely to
occur.
Biophysical Journal 99(4) 1073–1081



FIGURE 5 Potential activation of vinculin after exposure to external

force. Forces ranging from 50 pN to 200 pN were used in simulations of

vinculin with various MD parameters. (A) Results from representative trials

show that 100 pN of force was needed to alter vinculin, and 125 pN over

800 ps was needed to alter vinculin with VBS bound. (B) Simulation of

vinculin activation with 100 pN of force showed that in eight of the

nine trials, 100 pN of force over 800 ps was sufficient to move domain

1 away from Vt. (C) A force of 100 pN is insufficient to move domain 1

away from Vt once it is bound to VBS in any of five trials. (D) A force force

of 125 pN is necessary to cause domain 1 bound to VBS to move away from

Vt in all five trial simulations. Together, these data suggest that VBS

binding increases the force needed to activate vinculin.
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Alternative trajectories for forced induced
vinculin activation

To discover other potential activation mechanisms using
MD, we simulated both full-length vinculin and the
vinculin-VBS compound with alternative force directions.
Regardless of the mechanism or trajectory used, one charac-
teristic of vinculin activation is that the steric hindrance of
Vt must be removed. Aside from the movements described
thus far, another structural change that could remove the
steric hindrance is the complete separation of Vt from all
regions of Vh. To simulate this mechanism of vinculin
activation in the MD simulations, we applied force to the
center of mass of Vt in the direction away from the center
of mass of Vh (Fig. S2 A).

Vt was separated from Vh using MD in both the full-
length vinculin and the vinculin-VBS compound. In both
structures, forces of 50 pN and 100 pN simulated for
1 ns were unable to induce significant conformational
changes. The resilience of vinculin to complete separation
Biophysical Journal 99(4) 1073–1081
of Vt from Vh in simulation indicates that there are struc-
tural features that prevent complete separation. There are
14 salt-bridges between Vt and Vh that likely lend this
structural stability (Fig. 1 C). Of these, three are between
Vt and the VBS binding region and are broken in the acti-
vation mechanism discussed above. It is the combined
strength of all 14 salt-bridges that likely accounts for the
resistance to complete separation of Vt from Vh in the
MD simulations. The closed conformation of vinculin is
stable, with a total energy of �23,380 Kcal/Mol, and is
therefore not likely to become completely separated.
Furthermore, any conformational change that involves
breakage of the 14 salt-bridges could break the three
bridges between Vt and the VBS binding region first,
causing activation before any further interaction between
Vt and Vh is broken.

A third potential conformational change that could lead to
activation of vinculin is movement of Vt away from the
VBS binding region, as opposed to movement of VBS
away from Vt. To induce this movement, a pulling force
was applied to Vt in a third direction: away from the loop
region of domain 3 (Fig. S2 B). This is the only other
direction in which Vt can be pulled without introducing
other steric hindrances. The results from pulling both
vinculin and vinculin-VBS with 50 pN and 100 pN in this
third direction show no significant conformational changes.
The same 14 salt-bridges that stabilized Vt while it was
being pulled away from the center of mass of Vh likely
also stabilized Vt in these simulations.

Considering the structural features linking Vt to Vh, such
as the 14 salt-bridges and the MD results showing no Vt
movement with forces up to 100 pN, it is not likely that a
vinculin activation mechanism involves complete separation
of Vt. Of course, other movements are possible, but consid-
ering that any vinculin conformational change will likely
first disrupt the connection between Vt and D1 (which is
sufficient for activation, as shown above), it appears that
the critical movement underlying activation is the move-
ment of the VBS binding region away from Vt. This move-
ment is likely to occur after a simultaneous interaction
between vinculin and its two binding partners, F-actin and
talin.
Confirmation of vinculin-activation structural
mechanisms

To confirm that the proposed activation conformational
change is consistent with all of the structural features of
vinculin, we used two computational methods: NMA and
residue modification/mutation. NMA involves the calcula-
tion of the lowest-frequency vibrational modes using the
minimized structure. The conformational changes that occur
during the lowest-frequency modes represent the likely
movement within the local well of the energy landscape.
Although NMA is useful for considering the general
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flexibility of a molecule as a whole, it cannot capture move-
ments that require a significant energy input, such as activa-
tion (60). To consider the general flexibility of full-length
vinculin, an all-atom normal mode calculation would be
both computationally costly and unnecessary. Instead, we
calculated normal modes using the elastic network model
(54,56,58). The vibrational movements calculated using
the elastic network model mainly involved movement of
the linker region between domain 4 and Vt (Fig. S3 A).
Other regions that showed significant vibrational move-
ments consistently in both computational techniques were
peripheral loop regions that were not near Vt (Fig. S3 B).
These vibrational movements suggest that the most flexible
region in vinculin is the linker region between Vt and Vh.
Other flexible regions include loop regions not near Vt. In
none of the lowest vibrational modes was there movement
of Vt or any of the regions near Vt, including the VBS
binding domain. The results from NMA of vinculin-VBS
showed similar structural features. The MD results took
into account atomic-scale features, such as salt-bridges,
whereas the NMA considered the more-intuitive flexibility
resulting from the general structure of vinculin. However,
the structural features suggested by NMA are consistent
with results from MD: Vt is rigidly connected to Vh, and
vinculin activation involving the complete removal of Vt
is unlikely.

To confirm the vitality of the three salt-bridges between
Vt and the VBS binding region, and to investigate the
capacity for vinculin activation in the absence of these
salt-bridges, we ran MD simulation after modifying the
charged residues E29, E14, and R7 at each of the three
salt-bridges to glycine. After modification, the same MD
simulations described above were run with the modified
vinculin structure. In the new simulation of modified
vinculin, conformational changes indicating activation,
i.e., movement of the VBS binding region away from Vt,
occurred with less force (within 400 ps with 50 pN of force).
Furthermore, once the conformational change was achieved,
a stable intermediary structure was formed and sustained for
an additional 300 ps of simulation. This stable intermediary
structure was present briefly in previous simulations, but
due to the larger force necessary to induce conformational
changes in simulation of unmodified vinculin, the interme-
diary unfolded quickly as simulation progressed. The MD
results after modification are consistent with previous
experimental results regarding vinculin activation after
genetic mutation (61). Cohen et al. (61) showed that modi-
fication of key polar residues between domain 1 and Vt (the
same residues that were modified in this MD) reduced
vinculin autoinhibition. The simulations presented here
confirm that polar residues have a key role in stabilizing
the autoinhibited conformation, and further suggest a trajec-
tory for vinculin activation involving the breakage of
salt-bridges and movement of the VBS binding region
away from Vt.
CONCLUSIONS

Two hypotheses have been formulated regarding the mech-
anisms of vinculin activation: 1), a simultaneous interaction
between vinculin and its two binding partners (talin and
actin) is necessary for activation; or 2), at first an interaction
of vinculin with talin causes helical bundle conversion, and
then after activation vinculin interacts with actin. We inves-
tigated both hypotheses using MD, and the results suggest
that it is the simultaneous interaction between vinculin
and its two binding partners causing an internal stretching
force and movement of the VBS binding region away
from Vt that activates vinculin. The results further suggest
that insertion of talin VBS is insufficient to activate vincu-
lin. AVBS insertion before a stretching event would reduce
the activation potential by strengthening electrostatic
interactions between the VBS binding region in Vh and
Vt. The results are consistent with the structural features
of vinculin and findings from simulated residue modifica-
tion and previous experimental mutation. The results from
these simulations are currently the sole suggested trajectory
for vinculin activation. Previous experiments have demon-
strated a clear role for force-induced protein conformational
change in the other cytoskeletal proteins (62); however, our
results should be considered tentative and inviting of further
study.

The interaction of vinculin with its binding partners was
indirectly simulated using a stretching force. This strategy
can have limitations. In addition to potentially serving as
an indirect measure of binding, the stretching force applied
in these vinculin simulations can also be used evaluate the
hypothesis that vinculin is activated by an external force.
Physiologically, can an external force regulate vinculin
activation? In a previous study, Mierke et al. (63) suggested
that mechanical force may play a role in vinculin activation.
In their experimental investigation, they used magnetic
beads on vinculin null cells and normal cells. They found
that in the absence of vinculin, cells were less responsive
in reinforcement against the external force. Although far
from conclusive, their results, along with our MD simula-
tions, indicate a possible role of mechanical force in vincu-
lin activation.

The activation of vinculin is central to the process of focal
adhesion formation and the many processes that depend on
focal adhesions; therefore, some disease states that are asso-
ciated with failure of focal adhesion formation may be
linked to failure of vinculin activation. Such a link between
disease states and failed molecular structure has been
demonstrated in other systems (64). Several studies have
also described a link between focal adhesion formation
and disease (65–68).

MD is a valuable tool for investigating atomic-scale
phenomena in critical molecular processes in the cell,
such as vinculin activation (69–72). The results from these
simulations should be used as a complement to existing
Biophysical Journal 99(4) 1073–1081
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experiments or to suggest future experiments. One possible
way to experimentally investigate the suggested trajectory
of vinculin activation would be to track conformational
changes in vinculin during activation using contrasting vin-
culin constructs for fluorescence resonance energy transfer
analysis. The vinculin conformational changes that occur
during activation could then be compared with those sug-
gested by our MD results. Another possibility would be to
force-induce vinculin conformational change in vitro with
an optical trap and report on its activation. In this study
we used MD to shed light on an important cellular process:
vinculin activation. For the first time, to our knowledge, a
trajectory for vinculin activation has been suggested that
can be evaluated by future investigations.
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